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This story was published originally as A Boy Learns to Write (there is a title that will
give you wood…hehehe). When I decided to rewrite it I gave it a major makeover. You
may recognize the story setup if you read the original story. But after that I changed
almost everything.
Jake Snyder is an accomplished murder mystery writer. Just as he was about ready to
give up writing and become a teacher, one of his detective novels broke big and made it
to the New York Times Best Seller List.
Jake lives in a guest house that adjoins his Uncle Mike’s mansion. Both homes overlook
a picturesque lake. The lake is surrounded by mountains on all sides. Jake’s uncle’s
property extends up the side of a mountain.
Jake moved in 2 years ago when his uncle’s health started to fail. Jake loved the old man
and greatly enjoyed spending time with him. When his uncle passed away, Jake decided
to sell the 15,000 square foot mansion and keep the guest house. Jake was just getting to
know the new family. The new owners, Patsy and Tom Carter, are in their early 30s and
have 3 children. Brian is 15, Karen is about to turn 14 and Seth is 12.
Patsy has decided to home school the kids. Patsy is strong in science and math. She will
need help with teaching English and creative writing. Patsy has never been a good
writer. She hopes that Jake will help her teach Brian the art of creative writing.
Patsy will be shocked that Jake will teach Brian to write. Jake has some very unusual
ideas about learning to be a writer. Imagine teaching a 15 year old boy to write porn in
the nude at his neighbor’s house. In the process of teaching Brian to write, Jake
discovers his own bisexuality.
The inspiration for parts of this story came from 2 videos. The first is of a guy who has
more precum than I have ever seen. If you like that, you will be amazed when he
cums…it must be a gallon (http://rapidshare.com/files/181450668/Amazing_precum_and_cum_shot.flv ) and
the second video is of a young guy who has the ability to pleasure himself in ways that
are hard to imagine (http://rapidshare.com/files/181456650/_1_self_suck_and_self_love.flv ). As always,
these guys are over 18.
As always, if you are not supposed to be reading this story…then please don’t…please practice safe sex.
This story is a total fantasy. All of the characters are over 18. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to write me.
Your encouragement, ideas, fantasies and personal experiences are very much appreciated. Your thoughts and ideas
are always welcome at mack1137@gmail.com.
Please let me know what you like to read about and what turns you on. If you are curious about my background and/or
would like to share your thoughts and ideas on erotic story telling in a more public forum, please visit
http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com .
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A Boy Learns to be a Writer – Chapter 1
Jake was sitting out on his patio beside his swimming pool and staring out at the lake.
Jake was thinking about how much he missed his uncle. His uncle’s passing left a huge
void in his life. Jake is really depressed. He is finding it hard to write and his editor is all
over him about missed deadlines. As Jake sits there zoning out thinking about things, he
noticed movement down on the dock next door. It is the handsome boy that moved in
next door.
Jake remembers that his name is Brian and he is 15 years old. The boy walked slowly
down the dock. He seems to be looking around. Brian has a great build. He swims and
runs a lot which keeps his 15 year old body in great shape. Jake watches the boy reach
the end of the dock. Brian slips his t-shirt over his head.
Then to Jake’s amazement, Brian put his thumbs in the side of his bright red Speedos. In
one quick motion they are lying on the dock around his feet in a puddle. Jake grabs his
binoculars and zooms in on the now naked boy.
Jake has never been attracted to boys, but this is an exception. The closer he looks at
Brian the more Brian’s body reminds him of the statue of David that Jake saw while in
Florence. Brian’s taut body and well developed muscles are similar. The statue of David
and Brian are similar until Brian turns around. It is clear that Brian is much better
endowed than David. Jake zooms in on Brian’s penis with the binoculars. Brian looks
like he is about 6” soft and Jake wonders what Brian might look like when he is erect.
Jake was so engrossed in watching Brian that he did not hear Tom, Brian’s father, walk
up. Jake watched as Brian walked to the edge of the dock and he flexed his legs and did
a perfect dive in the lake. The dive was so perfect that it barely disturbed the surface of
the lake. It was breathtaking to watch.

He is pretty amazing, Tom said. It is a thing of beauty to watch him swim and dive.
Jake looked up from the binoculars at Tom and smiled. He is amazing to watch. I must
admit that I was just doing mental comparisons to Michelangelo’s David. Or at least I
thought that until he turned around. He is much better endowed.
Tom laughed. Tom said, you should see him erect. It is hard to believe that he is only
15. He must be about 7 1/2”, his father told Jake.
Jake said as I was sitting here watching Brian, a story line flashed through my head.
Tom said, I would love to hear it.
Jake smiled and said, I don’t normally share my story lines with people. I will make an
exception for you since I am sitting here perving your Greek god-like son.
Tom burst out laughing.
Jake said imagine the setting is an isolated beach and a boy that looks very much like
your son is naked in the surf. He is body surfing. As he rides a wave into shallow water,
he stands up and strokes his erection. It is then that he notices a beautiful young girl on a
beach towel. She has beautiful flowing long blond hair that is blowing in the wind. She
is kneeling on a beach towel wearing running shorts and a white t-shirt.
The boy continues to study the girl while continuing to hold his erect member. The white
t-shirt accents the light bronze of her skin. As he moves out of the surf toward her, the
boy notices that he can see her erect nipples through her t-shirt. As he gets even closer,
he sees her piercing blue eyes.
Neither the boy nor the girl is aware that her mother is looking out the kitchen window of
their weather beaten beach house. Her mother has her hand in her shorts. He finger is
able to probe her slit and feel the flood of her juices flowing from her womanhood.
The boy walks up to the girl and extends his hands to help her up. He lightly strokes the
side of her face as he studies her flawless features. He seems totally oblivious that he is
both naked and erect with this young girl that he realizes cannot be more than 13 years
old.
The boy bends and kisses her. At first she accepts his tender kiss. Then the girl reaches
up and puts her hand behind the boy’s neck and draws him into a more passionate kiss.
The kiss quickly becomes open mouthed. Their tongues begin to duel and dance as they
probe each other’s mouth. The boy’s hand caresses her budding breast through her t-shirt.
Moments later his hand is under the shirt thoroughly exploring her tender young breast.
She moans as he continues to caress them. Soon both of his hands lift the hem of the t-

shirt up over her head leaving her upper torso naked. The boy steps back for a moment
and admires the beauty of her body. Neither say a word.
The boy lowers his head and begins to suck on her erect nipples. The girl continues to
moan as the boy switched breasts. It was then that his hands slip into the sides of her
shorts and he quickly slipped the shorts over her taut hips and allowed them to fall to her
towel. The boy continued to lick his way down her body until he reached her navel.
When his tongue penetrated her navel it makes her laugh and she ran her fingers through
his shaggy sandy blond hair. She momentarily wonders if he is going to…
And then he did. He continued to lick his way down her abdomen and ran it through the
sparse patch of blond pubic hair. In moments the boy had her on her back with her legs
over his shoulders. His tongue thoroughly explored her sacred place. He loved the taste
of her juices as much as listening to her moan as he sucks and licks her clitoris. As he
increased the intensity of his licking and sucking, he can tell that she is out of her mind
with pleasure. She clutches his shaggy blond hair and pulls him to her molten core.
Soon she cries out and her body shudders again and again as each wave of her orgasm
washes over her.
Tom was so engrossed with the fictional story that he didn’t notice that Jake had stopped.
The story will go something like that, Jake said. Jake smiles at Tom. Jake immediately
notices that Tom was breathing heavy, leaking profusely and fully erect in his khaki
shorts.
Wow! I am glad you stopped when you did. That story is so vivid. I almost lost my load
without touching myself. Tom shook his head as he looked down at the front of his
shorts. There is a huge precum stain.
Look at my shorts. It looks like I came to a climax. That is a powerful story. How do
you do that? Tom asks Jake.
Jake said it just sort of happens. I see something like your naked son and it triggers a
thought for a story or part of a story. The story starts to unfold in my head. I can see it in
my head just as if I was watching a movie of the scene. I see it from the perspective of
being an actor in each scene. It is that real to me.
Tom said, you make it seem so easy.
Jake said, sometimes it is easy. Other times I have to step back and let my subconscious
work on the story idea.
Tom notices that Jake has a boner too. Jake’s white shorts are stained with precum. I see
you enjoy your own stories. Tom says with a grin.

Jake laughs and says, those are the best stories. I have written stories that are so sexy that
I climaxed while I was typing with out touching my penis.
Wow…that’s hot. I got so distracted that I almost forgot why I am here. I came over to
invite you to dinner tonight if you are available, said Tom.
Jake laughed and said, I thought you were just here for the bed time story. Jake stands up
and his white shorts are tenting as he tells Tom that he will be delighted to join them for
dinner.
Tom said, I guess I should warn you Patsy wants to ask you a favor. You know that she
home schools the kids.
Jake nodded his head yes.
We’ll with her PhD in Chemistry, teaching the kids science and math is easy. Most of
the other subjects are easy for her to teach too. She is having an awful time teaching the
kids creative writing. Brian is the one who is having the most trouble. We want to pick
your brain for ideas.
Jake said no problem.

Jake showed up at the door at 7 pm with a great bottle of red wine.
Patsy opens the door and gives Jake a hug. Jake kisses Patsy on the cheek and hands her
the wine. Jake says that they will need it for their creative writing brainstorming session.
Patsy shakes her head and says, I am just not good at creative writing.
Jake laughs. You know that there are not many Nobel Prize winners in Chemistry that
write good detective novels. It is probably that right brain/left brain thing.
Patsy laughs as she leads Jake into the living room to the bar where Tom is taking drink
orders. Patsy asked for a dirty vodka martini.
Jake says that sounds wonderful since I don’t have to worry about drinking and driving.
If I get out of control you can just roll me down the hill to my house. Make mine an extra
dirty martini.
Patsy giggled and said speaking of extra dirty…Tom told me about my nudist son being
the inspiration for a very hot story.
From behind her was the sound of her groaning 15 year old son, Mooooooom…I asked
you not to embarrass me in front of Jake.

Brian walks in from the dining room. He is wearing a cotton pocket t-shirt, Under
Armour Hoop shorts and leather sandals. Jake quickly scans the boy from head to toe.
The bulge in the boy’s shorts tells Jake that the boy’s magnificent member is not
constrained by underwear.
Patsy runs her fingers through Brian’s shaggy, windblown, sandy blond hair. There is
something almost sexual about the way Patsy caresses Brian’s ear. Patsy looks at Brian
and says, dude you were the one who went skinny dipping off the dock in the middle of
the day. What can your mother possibly do to top that?
Brian shakes his head. He asks Jake what sort of story his mom is talking about.
Well I was watching you skinny dip and it triggered a thought in my head for a part of a
story. I shared it with your dad.
Tom walks up with Jake and Patsy martinis in frosted glasses. Tom looks at his son and
says, it wasn’t just a hot story…It was steaming.
Brian looks at Jake and says, Dude you gotta tell me that story.
Jake glances at Brian and notices that the bulge in his shorts is much more pronounced.
I will write it tomorrow and if you like you can read it…that is if it is okay with you dad,
Jake tells Brian.
I would give anything to be able to write like that, Tom tells his son. In a matter of a 2 or
3 minutes, Jake created a story about a boy your age body surfing naked and discovering
a beautiful younger girl on the beach. The story is so vivid…it is like I was there on the
beach with them. Jake how did you learn to write like that?
Brian shook his head in amazement. His penis is now at half staff. I am a terrible writer.
I could never write something like that.
Jake smiles at Brian and puts his hand on the boy’s shoulder. When I was in high school,
creative writing was my worst subject.
Brian looks at Jake with his piercing brown eyes and says, no way…you had to be the
best. How could you be terrible?
Jake grins at Brian and says, I could never give myself permission to believe that I had
any good ideas that other people would want to read about. I was too scared to write
about the things I was interested in. I was afraid that people would think I was foolish or
worse.
What did you do?

I put a lot of awful crap on paper that my teachers really hated…and for good reason. It
took two tries to get through high school freshman English.
Tom said, that seems impossible to believe particularly after listening to the wild story
that came off the top of your head this afternoon.
The jobs that I have held over the years have required me to write a lot of reports. I
managed to feel more comfortable expressing opinions and even strong opinions in
writing. I secretly dreamed about writing the great novel. I just could not believe that
people would find my stories entertaining.
The secret I found was writing about my passions. You have to pick subjects that you
know and subjects that you are passionate about. That is why 15 year olds are usually not
good writers. No one wants them to write about the things that stir their passions.
Why not? Asked Tom.
Because most of their teachers are not excited about essays about video games,
basketball, masturbation and other sexual adventures. Those are the things that stir up
passion in a 15 year old.
Tom almost sprayed a mouth full of his martini all over the living room while he tried to
stifle a laugh. Brian completely lost it.
Yeah…if I was having trouble teaching Brian creative writing before, I will never be able
to do it now, said Patsy. I am not sure how well I would do reading a story about my
son’s adventures masturbating.
Jake looked at Brian and asks him if he wants to have fun learning to write.
Brian’s brown eyes shine with excitement, yeah…like are you serious about writing
about jacking off.
Yeah, I am Brian. I want you to unleash your wildest sexual fantasies or retell your own
experiences.
That would be awesome, Brian said. It was apparent to everyone that the boy had a
major boner and like his dad he produces a lot of precum.
Karen, their 13 year old, was standing in the door way listening. She looked at her mom
and asked, you’re not going to let the perv write about beating off are you?
Patsy laughed and said, Karen if it teaches him to write I will.
Karen shook her head and walked with her mother toward the kitchen.

There was a boisterous out burst from the stairway. Seth with his eleven year old raging
hormones yelled, no way Bri gets to write about white washing the shower…which he
does every morning. You guys can’t be serious.
Tom put his arm around his youngest son and said yes we are. If you could fire off a load
we might let you try it too.
We all walked in to the dining room and sat down to dinner. During dinner we drifted
right back to the creative writing discussion. Tom asked more about the writing process.
Jake explained that the best writing usually springs from intense experiences. The
challenge is finding a voice that allows you to describe the experience in vivid detail. The
description must evoke an image that the reader can see in their mind’s eye. If you start
with something that you know well then later it becomes easier to switch to subjects that
you know less about.
Brian looked at Jake with a worried expression. I don’t know if this will work. I just
look at a blank sheet of paper or a blank computer screen and I freeze up.
That is totally normal, Jake tells him. We’ll start the first story with training wheels on
the bike. We’ll pick a subject that is intense. We’ll select a subject that you have a lot of
knowledge about. It will have to be something that is easy to describe in very vivid
terms.
I thought I was going to write about jacking off, Brian said.
You are going to write about beating off…stupid, Karen told him.
Don’t make fun Karen until you can write an exciting story yourself, Patsy tells her.
Well I sure don’t want to write about my older brother beating off.
Jake laughed and said, you might be surprised how much fun that would be for you to
write about.
Ewwwwwwww! Karen makes an awful face.
Jake laughs so hard he has tears running down his face. Karen for this process to work
for you it has to be an intense subject that you know a lot about.
Patsy looks at her watch and says, it is getting late and you kids have a busy day
tomorrow. Jake are you serious about helping Brian?
Yes I am, Jake tells her. The sooner we start the better.
Patsy said you mean tomorrow?

Jake said, that would be a perfect time to start. It would help get me back to writing too.
Brian looked excited and said what time would you like to start.
I take the dogs for a run and go for a quick swim before I start writing, said Jake. How
does 8 o’clock sound?
That would be great Mr. Snyder.
Brian call me Jake and Brian…
Yeah Jake…
Don’t white wash the shower…a little sexual tension is good for an aspiring writer.
Fantastic said Karen…something good is going to cum out of this yet…as she puts air
quotes around cum.

Jake gets back to the house from his 3 mile run at 7:45 the next morning. Jake makes
coffee and while the coffee is perking, Jake grabs a towel and heads down to the lake.
Jake decides to try Brian’s approach to swimming. Jake strips off his sweat soaked t-shirt
and drops his running shorts on the dock. Jake pauses a moment to enjoy being naked.
Then he dives into the lake. Jake loves the feel of the cool lake water washing over his
naked body.
Jake is quickly followed by his two Weimaraner. The two beautiful monochromatic gray
hunting dogs love to swim and look for any opportunity to jump in and swim after Jake.
The three of them swim toward the floating swim platform in front of Tom’s pier. It is
about 150 from the end of Tom’s dock.
When he gets to the floating pier, Jake climbs on and helps the dogs climb on the
platform. Jake turns and notices that he has company. Brian is swimming toward the
swim platform too.
Jake is fully erect from his swim and is a little embarrassed that Brian will see his
erection. Jake leans down to help Brian up on the platform. As Brian climbed aboard he
cannot help staring at Jake’s erection. Jake is at least 8” and very thick. Brian wants to
reach out and touch it, but he restrains himself.
As Brian stands up, he keeps staring at Jake’s member. Dude you are huge, Brian says.
You’re not so small yourself, Jake retorted as he admires Brian’s 7” erection.

They both laughed and the four of them dive in the lake and swim for Jake’s dock. When
they get to the dock, Jake and Brian help King and Princess his two dogs out of the lake.
The dogs shake the water off spraying everything including Jake’s towel.
Jake shakes his head at the mess that the dogs have made. He smiles as King, the older
of the two dogs, sniffs Brian’s erection while Princess sniffs the boy’s naked ass. King
sniffs the boy’s erection again and gently licks the tip of Brian’s penis. Brian looks at
Jake embarrassed.
Jake grins at Brian and tells him that they are just curious about the new boner. Jake
picks up his soggy towel and sweaty clothes and starts toward the house.
Brian says that he should swim over and get his Speedos. Jake tells him that they won’t
be necessary. They walked up to the house naked with King and Princess racing ahead
them and waiting for a treat.
Jake takes Brian around to the side of the house where there is an outside entrance to a
bathroom. When they walked in Brian is shocked that the bathroom is huge. It has a
huge hot tub and a shower big enough for 5 people with 10 shower heads. The guys
stepped in the shower. Both are still naked and erect.
As they are showering, Brian began to soap up his erection and then began to stroke it.
Jake laughed and told Brian that he needed to save that for later.
Later??? Brian asks with a groan. But it really needs it now.
Come on. Let’s get to work, said Jake.
Oh shit, says Brian, I don’t have anything to wear.
I guess you will just have to write in the nude. You being naked will help inspire me to
write the story I started with your dad yesterday.
The guys walk into the great room out and into the kitchen. Jake offers Brian coffee.
Brian sees that there is an extra laptop at the kitchen table.
Jake asks Brian what he was going to write about.
Brian laughs and says that he is going to write about how Jake tortured him and wouldn’t
let him jack off.
We’ll that is not a bad idea…But what if you write about a typical 15 year old morning.
Brian said you mean about just about a guy jacking off.

Well that would be one way to do it, but it might be more interesting if the hero of your
story has a reason he is jacking off.
Brian furrows his eyebrows and asked what Jake means.
Well…is he sleeping before he starts jacking off?
Brian says, yeah he is sleeping.
What wakes him up?
Brian’s face lights up. He is having a really hot dream and that is what wakes him up.
Okay now you’ve got the idea, Jake tells him. The dream can be about your wildest
sexual fantasy. No one is going to read this but me. It can be about anything. The sexier
and more vivid the dream is the better your story will be.
Brian says, anything…the dream can be about anything? You’ll probably think the
things that I dream about are gross and disgusting.
I doubt it. I don’t think you can gross me out, Jake tells Brian. Jake watches as the boy’s
erection began to throb and jump with each beat of his heart.
I am still not sure how this is going to work. The idea of a blank page scares me.
Well how about if I ask you questions and see if that helps get you going. Do you want
to try that?
Brian nodded yes and says let’s go.
Okay, what is the name of your hero…the jacker.
I will call him Kyle.
Okay where is Kyle? What sort of situation is he in when we find him, Jake asked him
Are you sure you won’t get grossed out?
Yup…I am sure, Jake told him.
Kyle is pledging a club in high school. It had all of the best looking guys and the jocks.
It is the night for initiation. The members lead Kyle into the woods and make him strip
naked.

Brian is staring off in the distance visualizing Kyle. It is apparent that Brian is really into
the story when it dawns on him what he is saying out loud. His head snaps over to see
Jake’s reaction.
Jake grins at him and said that sounds like a pretty hot story. Before you get too much
further, describe the characters. What do they look like, how do they act, what are they
wearing and how are they reacting to the situation.
You mean does this turn them on?
Yes…then begin to write it down and get a rough flow of the story where he goes, what
happens and how Kyle reacts to it. When you get that outline done let me know. We
will talk through it. Just relax and enjoy your story.
Jake starts typing furiously on the story he told Tom yesterday. Jake gets right to the
point where he stopped with Tom, when Brian tells him he is ready to talk about the
story outline. Brian asks Jake if he wants to read the outline.
No, I would like for you to read it to me. Why don’t you print the story so that you can
make some notes about ideas that occur to you while you are telling me about the outline.
Brian stands up and walks to the printer. As Brian stands, a big glob of precum leaks
from the boy’s erection. Jake has never seen a young boy leak so much precum. King
quickly licks up Brian precum from the floor.
Jake smiles and tells Brian that it must be an exciting story.
Brian only nods as he sits down and begins to read the outline. He starts by describing
Kyle as being a good looking 10 grader with black hair and brown eyes. Kyle’s “big
brother” in the club picks him up. Kyle’s big brother is Ben, the blond good looking
quarterback of the football team. As Kyle gets in Ben’s car, Ben asks him if he is
wearing a jock strap like he was told to. Kyle nods and looks scared. Ben tells him that
he has to blind fold him.
After driving for about 20 minutes, Ben and Kyle arrive at the initiation site. Ben tells
Kyle to sit tight. Ben walks around the car and leads Kyle toward a cabin in the woods.
The Sergeant At Arms call from the door way to the cabin and asks who they are. Ben
calls out and tells them that he has a new initiate, Kyle.
Will you vouch for the initiate’s ability to keep the secrets of our society?
Ben answers, yes I will vouch for him.
Come before me, a new voice says.
Kyle feels Ben lead him toward a voice that he now recognizes as Jeff the president.

You have now passed the point of no return. You will be initiated according to our 110
year old tradition. Our tradition is that there will always be exactly 12 active member of
our secret society. Each year 3 members graduate and are replaced by novice members.
The first seed was planted 110 years ago tonight in this very place by the founder of our
society. His son received the sacred seed and he in turn recruited two more members and
they too received the founder’s sacred seed. They in turn passed the sacred seed to the
next generation. That tradition has continued unbroken for 110 years.
Are you ready to receive the sacred seed of the founder?
Kyle said yes, but had no idea what he was being asked to do.
Brothers prepare him for the initiation. With that said, two of the brothers with sharp
scissors began to cut away Kyle’s jeans and shirt. Soon Kyle is naked except for the jock
strap.
Jeff is fully erect. Jeff is admiring Kyle’s almost nude body. Raise your arms over your
head. Kyle did as he was instructed. Jeff tells him that he must have the body of a child
to be initiated.
Brothers prepare his body. Kyle hears the sound of shaving cream and feels it being
applied to his under arms, on his chest and legs. Kyle wonders what his body would look
like with out hair. He things for a moment that they are not going to shave his pubic hair
and is thankful because he is becoming hard in his jock strap.
Brother Ben will you do the honor of removing his sandals and Kyle’s pubic hair? At
that moment Kyle felt the jock strap being cut away from his body. Ben removed his
sandals. He is now stark naked except for the blindfold. Kyle feels Ben applying
shaving cream to his treasure trail and his pubis. He feels Ben’s fingers pull his erection
out of the way as he begins to shave Kyle’s his black pubic bush. Ben removes all of
Kyle’s pubic hair and then begins to carefully shave his balls.
Brother’s lead Kyle to the place of initiation. As they walked through the wood, Kyle
listened to Jeff talk about the importance of secrecy. Tonight you will learn all of our
secrets including the names of the men that have preceded you. You must prove a
willingness to keep our secrets. My brothers we have reached the site of the sacred truth.
Prepare the candidate to be questioned.
Two of the brothers stretch Kyle’s arms above his head. Kyle felt manacles click around
his wrists and ankles. The brothers support Kyle’s body as they begin to put tension on
the ropes that are attached to the manacles. Kyle began to worry as he felt his arms and
legs begin stretched. He realizes that his is now standing spread eagle with his arms and
legs fully extended. Kyle cannot move.

Jeff’s voice rang out as he tells Kyle that he will be asked 12 times if he can endure pain
to protect the secret. Each time you must answer yes.
Moments later a brother yells out, can you endure pain to keep our secret? Right then a
wood paddle strikes Kyle’s exposed hips. There is a loud crack as the paddle makes
contact. Kyle cries out in pain and answered yes.
The second brother calls out the same question and Kyle screamed yes as the sound of a
wood paddle slapping his bubble butt echos through the trees. As the third and fourth
brothers take their turn Kyle continues to cry out yes. Now tears are streaming down his
sexy face and the cheeks of his ass are bright red and full of welts.
As bad as the paddle hurts, Kyle is becoming hard. He finds being naked in front of the
brothers and being paddled a turn on. Each brother takes his turn and Kyle’s penis throbs
as the tears stream down his face.
Jeff steps up in front of the blind folded Kyle. He is the eleventh brother. Kyle is
gasping for breath and is surprised when Jeff begins to fondle his erect member. In
moments Kyle is leaking precum and on the verge of a climax.
You have done well Kyle, Jeff tells him. You have a beautiful body and will make a
great brother. I must ask you again…can you endure pain and maintain our secrets. Kyle
said yes. The was a pause and Jeff hit him very hard. Kyle began to cry.
Then it was Ben’s turn. Kyle was gasping for breath with tears running down his face.
Ben runs his fingers over the welts on Kyle’s bright red ass. You have taken a lot of pain
little brother. I must according to our custom ask you one more time…can you endure
pain to keep our secret? Ben hit Kyle very hard right as he answered.
Kyle screams out in pain…yesssssss! The sound of the wood slapping Kyle’s flame red
cheeks echoes through the quiet woods. Then there was only the sound is of Kyle’s sobs
which he is trying desperately to stifle. Ben can only marvel as he looks at the boy’s rock
hard erection. Ben runs his fingers over Kyle’s chest and his hand drifts down to the
boy’s bare pubis. Ben gently caresses the beautiful shaved erection. He kisses Kyle on
the cheek.
Ben unlocks the manacles on Kyle’s hands while Jeff unlocks his feet. Kyle falls into
Ben’s arms. As he feels their dicks duel, Kyle realizes that Ben is completely naked.
Ben and Jeff support Kyle and lead him back to the cabin. They walk into a large open
room which appears to be a shower room.
Jeff removes the blindfold from Kyle. Jeff announces that it is time to vote on
acceptance. He asks the brothers to show their acceptance of Kyle in the traditional
manner.

Each brother kneels before Kyle and takes his member into their mouth and sucks it and
licks it clean. By the time it is Ben’s turn, Kyle has a raging erection. Ben walks up to
Kyle and kisses him deeply. Kyle is so turned on that he begins to dry hump Ben. Ben
kisses him on the cheek and tells him to hold the thought for a few minutes.
The brothers turn on the shower and take turns gently washing Kyle’s body for the final
phase of the induction ceremony. The brothers dry Kyle and themselves. Each of the
brothers puts on a white loin cloth. Kyle looks up and sees that Ben is dressed in a
golden toga and his is carrying another golden toga. Ben dresses Kyle in the golden toga.
Each of the brothers receives a candle and they begin to process into the dark meeting
hall. Kyle is taken to the front of the hall. Kyle noticed that there are about 30 men
dressed in tuxes drinking Champagne.
Kyle is led to an alter at the front of the room. Ben turns Kyle to face the assembled
members. Ben bends down and lifts the hem of Kyle’s toga and lifts the toga over his
head. The beautiful black hair boy is now standing naked his body shaved clean with the
exception of the hair on his head. Kyle’s erection pulses with each beat of his heart.
Ben stands and kisses Kyle on the lips and tells him, little brother I need your seed. With
that Ben drops to his knees and begins to suck on Kyle milking the seed from his young
balls. Being naked in front of all of the brothers and these men has Kyle on the edge of
an orgasm. As Ben sucks him intensely, Kyle cries out that he is cumming. Kyle thrusts
his boner deep in Ben’s throat filling him with his seed. He holds Ben’s head while he
face fucks him until he has emptied his balls.
Ben stands with a mouth full of Kyle’s boy semen. Ben moves around the room and
deeply kisses each of the brothers. This is done that their new brother becomes a part of
each of them.
Jeff stands in front of Kyle his erection tenting out his loin cloth. Kyle are you ready to
receive the sacred seed? Kyle nods. Two of the brothers help Kyle up on top of the alter.
That is when Kyle sees Ben stark naked processing between the brothers who are holding
their candles. Ben is naked and his body is hairless. Kyle can see that Ben’s entire body
has been anointed with oil. Ben begins to oil Kyle’s body.
You are so beautiful little brother. I have wanted to do this from the first day we met.
Kyle watches as Ben anoints his erect member. Kyle winces as Ben anoints his bubble
butt. The Brothers come forward and raise Kyle’s legs while Kyle watches Ben approach
with his member throbbing. Kyle feels the tip of Ben’s erection at the entrance to his
sacred core. Ben thrusts forward taking Kyle’s virginity. Kyle gasps at the intrusion of
Ben’s 7’ member. Kyle is so turned on being naked and fucked in front of all of these
people his own erection is dripping precum. Ben begins to thrust his member deep in
Kyle’s love tunnel. At first Kyle winces in pain. After a few strokes Kyle is begging
Ben to fuck him. The room is filled with the sound of hands slapping hard meat. Jeff is
the first to step up and ejaculate on Kyle and Ben. Five of the other brothers follow
quickly. Ben continues to fuck Kyle at a slow steady pace as the brothers and then the

older members came forward and ejaculate their semen all over Ben and Kyle. As the
last member sprays them with is seed, Ben cries out…Kyle take my sacred seed. The
only sound in the gathering room is that of Ben as he groans and moans in orgasmic
ecstasy. Ben pounds Kyle’s ass again and again filling the boy with the sacred seed.
When Ben seed is drained, Ben collapses on Kyle’s slippery cum covered body
completely spent.
As the initiation ceremony ends, Ben and Kyle stand before Jeff the president as semen
drips from both of their cocks and cum covered bodies. The brothers do a ceremonial
washing of their bodies to remove the sacred seed.
Jeff asked Kyle if he is ready to carry the symbol of the club for life. Kyle says yes.
Kyle is led to the fireplace. Ben is kneeling by the fire. Jeff explains that each member
of the club carries the symbol of the club for life. Since it is a secret club the symbol is in
a secret place.
As Ben stands and turns, Kyle sees that where Ben’s pubic hair has been shaved there is a
small scar in the shape of the male symbol, , is visible above his penis. Jeff explains
that each brother in the club carries the symbol. That is when Kyle sees the small
branding iron in Ben’s hand. Jeff swabs the area with alcohol in preparation and then
wipes it dry. Kyle cries out in pain as the symbol marks him as a member for life.
Kyle is given Champagne by the oldest living member who fondles Kyle’s rigidly erect
penis.
After a shower, Kyle rides to Ben’s house in a warm-up suit. Kyle is so exhausted, he
strips off the warm-up suit and falls into bed.
The next morning, Kyle awakens from a deep sleep. He is face down and can feel the
stickiness of his sperm covered sheets. That is one of the wildest dreams that I have ever
had, Kyle thinks. As he grinds his softening erection into the sperm slimed sheets, he
groans from a sharp pain. Worried, Kyle climbs out of bed and stands in front of a full
length mirror. He looks in amazement at his sperm covered hairless body. Kyle sees the
angry looking red scar in the shape of .
Brian was in a trance as he told Jake the story. When he finishes the story, Brian pulls
out of his trance and looks at Jake. He is clearly worried that Jake will be grossed out by
the story.
Wow that was some story Brian. Brian sees that Jake’s erection is throbbing and he
relaxes a little.
Jake leads Brian out on the patio. Brian is embarrassed when he stands up. His erection
is throbbing and his legs are wet with precum. As they walk out on the patio, Jake put his
arm around Brian’s shoulder. Jake tells Brian that it is the sign of a good story when you
are covered in precum.

Brian blushes. His 15 year old 7” erection bounces and leaves a trail of precum on the
floor as he walks out to the patio. King licks up each drop of precum from the floor.
Jake can tell that King is getting excited. Jake keeps staring at the boy’s boner. And that
intense staring was not lost on the boy. The patio is somewhat sheltered from view by
the trees. It over looks Jake’s swimming pool.
Jake my balls ache. Do you think I did something to hurt them? Asks Brian.
Jake smiles and says no. It is what guys call blue balls. That just means that they have
been sexually excited for a long period of time with out releasing their seed. They have a
need to seed.
Does that mean that if I jack off it will stop aching? Asked Brian
Yes it probably will, said Jake. It may take releasing 2 loads to relieve the pressure. But
that should take care of it.
The boy reached for his erection and began to stroke it.
Jake looks at Brian and says let me take care of that for you. Jake reaches out and begins
to fondle the boy’s rigid erection. Jake is amazed that the boy leaks globs of precum that
look like a good cum shot for most guys.
Jake has not sucked another guy since he was a teenager. He cannot help himself. Jake
must taste this boy. Jake drops to his knees. Brian’s face registers shock as Jake begins
to suck his young erection. Jake cannot believe the volume of precum and how delicious
it tastes.
Brian is overwhelmed by the raw sensations flooding through his body. He grasps the
back Jake’s head and begins to thrust into Jake’s hot and hungry mouth. Brian is
moaning and throwing his head back and forth in pleasure. He can feel the tension
building in his loins. Brian knows he should stop or do something before he climaxes in
Jake’s mouth, but Brian cannot stop. Brian is overwhelmed with a need to seed.
Brian feels himself getting closer and closer to the point of no return. Jake feels the boy’s
erection swell and he knows his mouth is about to be flooded with hot boy semen. Jake
is not prepared for the explosive orgasm. Brian cries out as his orgasm begins to wash
over him. His hips thrust again and again as his 7” boy cock fountains hot cum in Jake’s
mouth.
As the first shot of boy cum explodes in Jake’s mouth it takes everything he has to keep
from gagging. Jake pulls back and massages the tip of Brian’s cock with his tongue.
Jake is rewarded with two more large ejaculations of boy cum that fill his mouth to the
brim. The volume of cum is more than Jake can take and he pulls the exploding boy cock

from his mouth and rubs it against his face. The boy continues to fountain 4 more huge
jets of cum that spray all over Jakes face and hair.
The hot cum is running down Jake’s chest. King is attracted to the sent of cum and
begins to lick the hot boy juice off of Jake’s body. After Brian fires his last volley of
sperm on Jake, Jake stands up and Brian sees the cum that has splattered all over Jake’s
face and hair. Brian is surprised when Jake leans over and kisses him. Brian feels Jake’s
mouth open and Brian opens his mouth too. Brian is rewarded with a tongue full of his
own cum. Jake kisses the boy deeply and begins to hump his erection to Brian’s sexy
body.
Brian loves the taste of his own cum and now wants a taste of Jake’s hot man seed. Brian
falls to his knees and inhales Jake’s manhood. Being inexperienced he takes it to fast and
begins to gag as Jake’s erection penetrates his throat. Jake love the feeling of being
sucked by this beautiful boy. He is distracted when he sees that King is fully erect
beginning to sniff and lick Brian’s ass. Jake tells King no because he knows that the dog
is moments away from mounting the boy. Jake watches as King circles the patio The
beautiful male stud dog is humping himself. Brian senses something is going on and he
turns in time to see King mount Princess.
Brian watches as King’s erection penetrates Princess. Jake asks Brian if he has ever seen
dogs mate. Brian shakes his head no as he watches King 6” long and about 1.5” wide
erection emerge from his sheath. Then King’s knot begins to swell. The knot is about 4
inches wide. It looks like a tennis ball. Brian gasps as the huge knot penetrates Princess’
vagina. Brian looks up at Jake and asks what that was.
Jake explains that King is flooding Princess with semen and the knot holds them locked
together until the semen has done the job. They will stay locked together for about 20
minutes after he seeds her.
Wow his cock is huge, Brian tells Jake.
Yeah I got a little worried when he started to sniff and lick you. If I had not chased him
away he was going to mount you.
No way, Brian says.
Brian watches as King furiously humps Princess and fills her with his seed.
Imagine if the knot penetrated you, Jake tells Brian.
Wow…that thing is huge.
Jake sees that the boy is fully erect from watching the dogs. Jake takes the cushions off a
lounge chair and puts them on the patio. He takes Brian by the hand and they move into
a 69 position. Jake is so turned on that he knows that he will not last long. He begins to

face fuck Brian and Brian returns the favor. The intensity of their mating brings both of
them to the verge of climax quickly. Jake is the first to erupt and begins to fill the boy’s
mouth with his seed.
Brian loves the taste of man seed and sucks Jakes as hard as he can. That pushes Brian
over the edge and he begins to fill Jake’s mouth with shot after shot of his steaming boy
cum. As their orgasm subsides, they turn and hold each other. Their kiss mixes their
seed.
King comes over and begins to sniff both of them. Jake tells him to go lay down. Jake
laughs and tells Brian that King wants to make you his bitch.
Brian looks at Jake wide eyed and asks if he means that King wants to fuck me.
Jake nods yes. Jake is surprised to find that Brian’s member is becoming rigid again.
Jake begins to wonder just how many times a day this kid can cum.
Jakes gets up and gives Brian a hand up. He tells the boy that they need to get back to
work. When they get back in the house, Jake tells Brian that the next story he wants him
to write needs to be a true story. I want you to write about the wildest thing that has ever
happened to you sexually.
Brian says okay as he begins to think about the assignment. They both go back to their
computers and begin to write. In two hours Brian has finished another outline for a story.
Once again the boy is hard as a rock and leaking precum.
Brian starts to read from his outline. The story takes place about 2 years ago. Brian is 13
and taking gymnastics with his friend Tommy. It is a Friday night and Tommy asks
Brian if he wants to spend the night. Brian thinks that sounds like a great idea. Tommy
is a very cute 14 year old with blond hair and blue eyes.
Brian tells Tommy that he will have to call home, but he is pretty sure it will be okay.
Brian calls his parents and they say it is okay to spend the night.
When the boys get to Tommy’s house, his mom tells them that they should take a shower
and she will order pizza. The boys go to Tommy’s room and he closes the door and they
walk into the bathroom. Tommy tells Brian they can shower together because it is a big
shower. The boys strip down. This is the first time that they have seen each other naked.
Brian sees that Tommy is about 3 inches soft and he has a small blond pubic bush. Other
than a little hair under his arms that is about all the body hair that Tommy has.
Tommy is mesmerized by Brian’s penis. It is almost 5” soft. Tommy can’t believe that
Brian is only 13. Tommy knows that he has to see this kid hard. While they are
showering Tommy “accidently” bumps Brian’s penis a few times and that is enough to
make it begin to swell and grow. Brian is blushing because he is getting hard.

Tommy says, whoa dude that is some awesome cock. That is all it takes to make Brian
get fully erect. His penis stretches to it’s full 6 inches.
Tommy says I have never seen a guy your age with such a big dick…soft or hard. Brian
really blushes. Tommy asks Brian if he can touch it. Brian just nods.
Brian stands there as Tommy traces the length of Brian’s penis with his finger. Brian is
really turned on. He has never had anyone touch his penis. The feeling Tommy’s fingers
on his cock is like an electric shock each time Tommy touches him. Since Brian seems to
be enjoying it, Tommy begins to stroke Brian. Brian notices that Tommy’s 4 ½” penis is
fully erect too. He begins to play with Tommy’s cock.
As Tommy continues to stroke Brian, Brian starts to breath heavy and his knees are
feeling a little weak as the familiar tension begins to build in his loins. Uhhhh….Tommy
Brian says, you’d better…Ohhhhhhhhhh shit! With that Brian begins to cum all over
Tommy. While Tommy is not surprised that he made Brian cum, he is astounded at how
much this kid can cum.
Wow…Brian that is amazing. I have never seen so much cum. How did you do that?
Brian just blushed and tells Tommy it happens like that all the time.
Very cool, says Tommy. Dude will you make me cum too. Brian started stroking
Tommy as fast as he can and soon Tommy cries out as his orgasm washes over him. His
cum splatters all over Brian.
The boys grin at each other. Brian tells Tommy that was really cool. Tommy tells him
that they better get going because the pizza will be here soon.
When they get downstairs, they find that the pizza is being delivered. Tommy has given
Brian a pair of basketball shorts and a t-shirt to wear. Neither boy is wearing underwear.
When they finish their pizza, everyone goes in the den to watch a movie.
Tommy’s dad Mike watches the boys settle in on the couch. He watches the bulge in
Brian’s shorts. When the boy sits on the couch and puts his feet up on the coffee table,
Mike can see the boy’s cock flop over and lay across his left leg. He is amazed that a 13
year old kid is this well hung. Mike smiles as he thinks about how the two boys will
probably jack off tonight. He has heard the moaning from Tommy’s room when his
friends spend the night. He would love to watch these two go at it.
Mike notices that Brian’s cock seems to be getting hard. He looks up at Brian’s face and
sees that he is busted. Brian is looking at him and blushing.

Tommy sees that his friend is getting wood. He wonders what his dad will think if the
monster gets completely hard. Tommy says this movie isn’t very good. Let’s go up to
my room and play some computer games.
Tommy tries to position himself between Brian and his mom so she won’t see Brian’s
boner. It doesn’t work. She gets a good look at Brian’s tented out shorts and smiles.
When the boys leave, she goes over to the couch and snuggles up to Mike. She runs her
hand over his boner and whispers I bet I know what game they are going to play.
Mike grins and says me too. Can you believe how well hung that kid is. He is amazing.
They start making out. Soon she has Mike’s boner out of his shorts and she is mounting
him. I hope they don’t come back down she says as she impales herself on his raging
member.
When they get to Tommy’s room, Tommy grabs Brian’s boner and laughs as he says
dude I can’t believe you got wood in front of my ‘rents. Dad’s eyes were about to pop
out of his head and mom got a good look too.
O shit, Brian says, they are probably freaked.
Naw…they see me with wood all the time. It is no big deal…well it is a big deal…dude
you are huge.
Tommy slides Brian’s shorts down. Brian looks worried. What if they come up?
Tommy tells him not to worry. They are probably so turned on they are doing it on the
couch…hehehe. If they do come up, they never come in when I have company.
Tommy pulls Brian over to the bed and he strips the t-shirt over Brian’s head.
Brian strips Tommy’s shorts and shirt off and the boys begin to feel each other up. As
they get on the bed, Tommy can’t take his eyes off Brian boyhood. As Tommy is laying
on the bed playing with Brian’s erection he keeps looking at how big it is in relation to
the boy’s body.
Tommy clears his throat and kind of sheepishly asks Brian if he has ever tried to suck
himself. Brian shakes his head no.
Tommy tells Brian that he has watched him in gymnastics and seen how flexible he is. I
think that you can do it Brian. I think you can suck yourself.
Ewwww…that sounds gross, Brian responds.
Tommy laughs and says I guess you have never had anybody suck your cock. Brian
shakes his head no and blushes.

See if you like this, Tommy says as he takes Brian’s member into his mouth.
Wow…that feels awesome, Brian tells him.
Tommy stops and grins at Brian. He asks him if he wants to try it.
Brian nods and begins to suck Tommy. He likes it much better than he thinks he is going
to. Brian finds that he really likes touching and sucking Tommy.
Tommy asks Brian to stop. I am real close to cumming and I want to make this last. Will
you try to suck your own cock?
Brian still thought it sounded really weird, but he let Tommy help him get into position.
Brian is on his back and Tommy is helping him pull his legs above him. Tommy
excitedly tells Brian that he thinks that he can do it. That makes Brian get even harder.
Tommy helps Brian stretch a little bit and soon Brian can kiss the tip of his penis.
Tommy says, no way dude…that is so cool. Tommy gets up and gets behind Brian. He
begins to press down on Brian’s thighs. As the two of them watch in amazement, the
whole head of Brian’s penis disappears into his mouth.
Tommy bounces lightly on Brian’s butt and pretty soon Brian is face fucking himself.
Eventually Brian is able to take half of his erection into his mouth. After a few minutes
of this Brian sits up. Tommy asks him if he can lean down and suck himself. Brian
bends over and in a matter of moments he is giving himself a blow job.
Tommy stops him and says this is too hot. I need another taste. Tommy took Brian’s
erection deep in his throat. Brian pulled Tommy’s boner to his lips and he begins to suck
him. Brian feels himself go over the edge in only a few moments. He tries to warn
Tommy but his mouth is stuffed with Tommy’s cock.
At almost the same moment both boys explode hot cum in each other’s mouth. Their hot,
hard penises are exploding semen. When they finished, they fell into each other’s arms
and tried to catch their breath.
When Brian finished the story he is surprised to see Jake stroking his cock and then Jake
explodes all over his chest.
Brian grins and says, I guess I don’t have to ask if you like the story.
Jake grins and says it was awesome. Man I am so jealous. Do you suck yourself to
orgasm?
Brian smiles and tells Jake yes. Now I love the taste of my own sperm.

I love the taste of it too…I want some more right now. Jake drops to his knees and sucks
Brian’s boyhood to the root….

More to come…
I hope you enjoyed the third chapter of A Boy Learns Write Porn – Chapter 1. I would
love to know what you think of it. Would you like for me to continue this story. Where
would you like to see this story go. Please email me your thoughts at
mack1137@gmail.com. If you enjoyed this story and would like to read some of my
other stories, please visit http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com .

Have fun and keep stroking!!!
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